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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT (IPSAR)
SECTION 4.3, WIND AND TORNADO LOADINGS
OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

Docket No. 50-219

I. INTRODUCTION

In Section 4.3, of the Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report for Oyster
Creek (NUREG-0822, Ref.1), issued in January 1983, the staff concluded
that seven areas exist where modifications or further analysis is
necessary to resolve outstanding issues. These areas are: 1) reactor
building steel structure above the operating floor, 2) ventilation stack,
3) effects of failure of non-seismic cate
not enclosed in qualified structures, 5) gory I structures, 4) componentsroof decks, 6) intake structure,
oil tanks and diesel generator building, and 7) load combinations.

The conclusion in the IPSAR was based on the Safety Analysis Report
submitted by the licensee dated May 7,1981, (Ref. 2) and the staff's
final Safety Evaluation Report (SER) dated September 1,1982 (Ref. 3).
The concerns identified in the IPSAR were addressed by the licensee in
letters dated February 2,1983 (Ref. 4), October 25, 1983 (Ref. 5), and
March 13, 1984 (Ref. 6). The staff review of the latter three submittals
is presented in this SER. The review was performed with assistance from
the Franklin Research Center (FRC) whose Technical Evaluation Report (TER)
is provided as Attachment I to this SER.

The related SEP topic review for Topic II-2.A, Severe Weather Phenomena,
was issued in a report dated December 17, 1980. (Ref. 9) That evaluation
included a tornado and straight wind hazard function generated by a
staff contractor. During the IPSAR review the staff used the curve in
that evaluation identified as the upper 95 percentile Mcdonald curve to
evaluate wind speed probabilities at the Oyster Creek site. The
probabilities cited by the licensee, as they relate to structural
capacities, are also taken from this curve. A more recent estimate of
the tornado hazard functi9n for the Oyster Creek site was prepared by
the staff using the current licensing methodology. The results of
that evaluation are depicted in Figure 1 (designated "NRR estimate")
along with the hazard function originally developed as part of SEP.
The more recent estimate predicts higher wind speeds for a given
recurrence interval and has been used to form the conclusions presented
in this evaluation.

II. EVALUATION

The approach taken in this review was to examine overall aspects of the
analysis related to tornado loadings, structural analysis, modeling
methods, and structural acceptance criteria, and then to examine
specific structure analyses on an audit basis. Except for the venti-
lation stack and turbine building, audits of the licensee's analyses
were performed rather than independent calculations. A suninary of the
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results is presented in Tables 1 and 2. The bases for'these conclusions
are given in the attached Technical Evaluation Report (TER) prepared by
the staff's contractor. The section of the TER discussing each item is
listed in the tables.-
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Table I
Oyster Creek Load and Review Criteria Summary

Review Item TER(d) Status (a)
Section 1 2 3 4

Effective Tornado Loadings
Atmospheric Pressure Change 3.2.1 XWind Velocity Pressure 3.2.2 X
Windborne Missiles 3.2.3 X

Structural Loadings
Differential Pressure Load 3.3.1 X
Effective Structural Pressure 3.3.2 XDesign Loads 3.3.3 XShielding 3.3.4 X
Load Combinations 3.3.5 X(b)

Structural Acceptance Criteria
E" Steel Components 3.5.1 XConcrete Components 3.5.2 XMasonry Block Walls 3.5.3 XConnections 3.5.4 X(c)Roof Decks 3.5.5 XArchitectural Components 3.5.6 X

The status of each item is defined as 1, 2, 3, or 4, as follows:a.

1 = The review item is in conformance with or more conservative than theaccepted criteria.

2 = The review item is not in conformance with the accepted criteria.
3 = The review item was not addressed in Reference 4 and remains anopen issue.

4 = The review item is not applicable.
b. Missile impacts were not examined acting in conjunction with other wind-

related loadings for the control room, ventilation stack and diesel
generator building.
The connections are assumed to have been sized in accordance with goodc.
engineering practice.

d. See attached TER.
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Table 2
Oyster Creek Structures and Components Summary

Review Item TER(d) Status (a)
Section 1 2 3

Concrete Components of Reactor Building 3.6.1 X
Steel Components of Reactor Building 3.6.2 XMetal Siding System 3.6.3 XControl Room 3.6.4 X(b)Intake Structure 3.6.5 XDiesel Generator Building 3.6.6 X(b)Radwaste Building 3.6.7
Exposed Mechanical Components '3.6.8 X(c)Ventilation Stack 3.6.9 X

The status of each item is defined as 1, 2 or 3 as follows:a.
1. The strength conclusions reported in Reference 2 are adequatelysupported by Reference 4.
2. The strength ratings reporting in Reference 2 are not adequatelysupported by Reference 4.
3. The structure or component was not addressed in Reference 2 or 4

Nissile impacts were not examined acting in conjunction with other windb.

related loadings or their effects cannot be adequately resisted,

The ability of the mechanical support structure to resist tornado loadings
c.

was established. The functional ability of the equipment to withstand atornado strike was not examined,

d. See attached TER.
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A. Reactor Building Steel Structure Above the Operating Floor

Conclusions originally presented by the licensee are as follows
(Ref. 2):

DifferentialReactor building Wind (mph) Pressure (psi)

Insulated Metal Siding 160 .53Roof Decking 280 .68Steel for craneway enclosure 190 .68

Supporting calculations were supplied in the licensee's submittal
dated February 2, 1983.

Conclusions reached by the staff in the staff's SER da.ted September 1,1982, are as follows:
Probability Probability,

Reactor Velocity of Exceed- Differential of Exceed-Building Pressure ance/yr Pressure ance/yr

12 B 19 Roof 102 mph (.19 psi) 6x10-4 61 mph (.13 psi) 2x10-2Beams

North & South 174 mph (1.07 psi) 8x10-0side steel
columns

[ NOTE: Velocity pressure refers to the loads induced by airflow
around a structure whereas differential pressure refers to loads
induced by the atmospheric pressure drop that accompanies a tornado.
Velocities given for differential pressure were calculated usingthe cyclostrophic equation. The velocities are the tangential
velocities based on the rotational component only. Total tornado
tangential velocity would be found by adding the translational
component to the rotational component. Since the probabilities of
exceedence given in Figure 1 are for total velocity, the translational
component must be added to the above rotational component in order
to determine the corresponding probability of exceedence. The
relationship between rotational and translational velocities can
vary; however, the ratio assumed for purposes here is V /YTotal**0*3R

The staff's concern related to the upper level of the reactor building
is that collapse of this structure may endanger the spent fuel pool,
structures adjacent to the reactor building, or safety-related
equipment located below the operating floor of the reactor building
such as the isolation condenser. No equipment necessary to achieve
safe shutdown is located above the operating floor; damage to safe
shutdown equipment such as the isolation condenser located on a floor :
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below the operating floor would require penetration of the operating
floor by falling debris from the structure itself or the building

Thus, the staff is not concerned about individual elementscrane.
such as roof purlins or siding, per se. Rather, the staff's concern
is the stability of the overall structure and the effects on safety-
related equipment. However, the walls and the roof of the enclosure
structure are inter-related in establishing the capacity of the
entire structure, so if the roof capacity decreases, the lateral
load resisting capability of the entire structure is reduced.

The staff, with assistance from the Franklin Research Center, reviewed
the supporting calculations and does not agree with the limiting
windspeed presented by the licensee. The issues affecting the staff's
assessment are discussed below.

A.1 Steel Structure Acceptance Criteria

The Oyster Creek analysis presented by the licensee used the tensile
strength of steel as an acceptance criteria for elements subjected
to bending. (See Sections 3.5.1 and 3.6.2 of Attachment 1.)
Utilizing such criteria ignores instability failures which may
result before the tensile strength of the steel is reached.

Acceptance criteria used by the staff in determining limiting
windspeeds are those given in the Standard Review Plan Section 3.8
for extreme environmental loadings. These acceptance criteria permit
higher stresses than AISC allowables in steel structures and yet
remain below yield or the theoretical buckling loads. Based onthis, the staff believes that actual collapse will occur at a
windspeed higher than that which the staff has calculated. Thus,
the licensee should determine the approximate windspeed at which
instability of the steel structure above the operating floor can be
expected to occur.

Consideration of excessive deflection which would potentially affect
crane stability should also be given so that failure of the crane
will not affect the ability of the safe shutdown components (e.g.,
isolation condenser) to achieve safe shutdown of the plant.

A.2 Roof Deck

The licenset's submittal checked roof purlins for uplift forces
that result from velocity pressure and differential pressure but
did not include the simultaneous axial forces that are induced by
the velocity pressure. The concern related to roof decks and roof
purlins is that the roof acts as a diaphragm and is used to transmit
horizontal load to the lateral load resisting mechanisms which are
located in walls
of Attacnment 1.) perpendicular to the wind flow. (See Section 3.5.5

Should the roof remain intact before the load
resisting capacity of the roof purlins is reached, roof capacity
available to assist in resisting lateral loads is greatly reduced.

_ _. . _ _ - .. . _ - _ _ -- .
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The capacity of the roof purlins is limited because the purlins are
subjected to upward forces acting alone due to differential pressure
or because the purlins are subjected to upward forces from wind flow
around the structure and differential pressure simultaneously withaxial forces. The purlins were not designed to withstand large upward
forces and thus, have long, unbraced lower flanges. Upward forces
on roof purlins, acting simultaneously with axial loads as a result
of the lateral wind loads, greatly reduce the capacity of the member.
Failure of the purlins from these upward forces would lower their

-

resistance to axial loads from lateral wind loads acting either
simultaneously or acting after the failure from the upward forces had
occurred.

Since the roof is relied upon to transmit loads to the lateral load
resisting system, concurrent uplift and axial loads in roof members
should be considered simultaneously in determining member capacities
and, ultimately, the capacity and failure made of the structure as
a whole.

A.4 Siding

The licensee's analysis of the metal siding system did not account
for possible buckling of the siding nor were the capacities of the
connections examined. (See Section 3.5.4 of Attachment 1.) The
licensee has estimated the capacity of the siding to be 76 psf.
The siding used at Oyster Creek was manufactured by the Elwin G.
Smith Company under the type identified as "shadowall" siding.
Laboratory testing was performed on shadowall siding. A summary of
test results for .032 in. shadowall paneling as given in Reference 7is provided below.

Initial Maximum
Buckling Load (psf) Load (psf)Positive (inward) pressure 1. 65 - 70 112
2. 70 - 75 125
3. 70 - 75 125

Negative (outward) pressure 1. 80---

2. 95---

3. 80---

Inward pressure results from wind acting externally on a windward
face. The inward pressures above correspond to.a windspeed of
approximately 178-191 mph for initial buckling and 233-247 mph for
maximum load. This results in a 9robability of exceedence of
approximately 7x10-6/yr and 7x10' /yr, respectively. Outward pressure
would develop as a result of wind flowing around the structure
creating suction or as a result of differential pressure from the
tornado pressure drop. The loads above correspond to a windspeed of
211 mph on sidewalls and 250 mph for leeward walls for wind flowing
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around the structure and approximately 160 mph (translational and

exceedence are approximg/yr for differential pressure. Theserotational velocity) for differentg/yr for sidewalls, 6x10 j/yr for
al pressure. Probabilit es of

tely 3x10'
leeward walls and 8x10~
probabilities are quite low.

Failure of the siding in this structure is not a staff concern since
failure of the siding alone will not lead to structural collapse
or damage to essential equipment. However, since test results
indicate the siding capacity is greater than the calculated capacity
of certain steel members, loads induced by the siding onto the steel
frame, both inward (velocity pressure) and outward (differential
pressure), should be considered in determining the capacity of the
steel frame.

l.oads applied to the steel frame from the roof deck an'd metal siding
should be considered when determining the capacities of various steel,

members if it cannot be conclusively demonstrated that the siding
will fail before failure of the steel structure.

A.5 Summary

In summary, the staff has noted areas of the ifcensee's reactor
building analysis which require clarification. The interrelation-
ship among the roof, siding, and steel frame needs to be examined
to ensure that the limiting capacity of the overall structure has
been determined.

As stated previously, the intent is to maintain the structural
stability of the steel framing such that collapse does not occur.
Failure of the siding or roof to the extent that such failures do
not affect the steel framing are not of concern because such
failures would not be expected to endanger the safe shutdown
capability of the plant or result in offsite doses exceeding 10 CFR
Part 100. The staff concludes that the licensee should reassess
the capacity of the upper reactor building enclosure steel
considering the above comments. The intent of this assessment is
not to determine at what windspeed individual structural elements
are overstressed but rather to establish the level at which the
structure could fail in such a way that it could endanger important
equipment. If a reasonably low probability of failure of the steel
frame can be demonstrated, the staff could conclude, considering the
protection afforded by the floor, that equipment at lower levels
of the building is adequately protected from tornado effects.

Attachment I notes that missile loads were not considered in conjunc-'

tion with wind loads for the reactor building structure above the
operating floor. The two missiles considered in the evaluation are
the utility pole and a steel rod. The utility pole is not postulated

f
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i to become a missile above a height of 30 feet and thus should not
I affect this structure. The steel rod is postulated to strike at any

elevation; however, the mass of the rod is minimal and would not lead
to structural failure even in the unlikely event of striking a

H critical steel member. Thus, the consideration of missile strikes4
in conjunction with wind load noted in attachment 1 is not warranted.

B. ycotilationStack

Iri the IPSAR the staff concluded that stack capacity is lower than '

4 that required by the site specific tornado imposed loads. The
licensee proposed to perform an analysis of the stack and a
probabilistic evaluation of tornado or high wind induced stack
failure and the consequences thereof. By letter dated February 2,g

q 1983, the licensee submitted the results of their recent analysis
j and concluded that the stack is capable of withstanding a 180 mph

wind load. The licensee concluded th t 180 mph wind load corresponds
to an exceedence probability of 1x10-g/ year which is sufficiently
low to make the installation of modifications unwarranted. The_a

of approximately 5x10~g/ year using the NRR estimate of tornadostaff notes that 180 m h corresponds to a probability of exceedence,!
hazard at Oyster Creek.

..
'

The staff, with assistance from FRC', has reviewed the infonnation
' , ' provided by the licensee and has also performed further independent,

i analyses of the stack. Original calculations to determine if the
stack can withstand a 100 year windstorm were performed in 1967 by
the licensee, and are provided in the February 2,1983 submittal.
Conclusions reached based on those calculations are that the stack
can be expected to withstand an 85 mph wind with gusts up to
110 mph. The windspeeds are controlled by reinforcing steel
capability and ultimate soil bearing capacity. Recommendations

'q in that early study are that the stack should be evaluated for a
dynamic wind loading because the 85 mph capacity was based on a

i

static wind load. It appears that the difference in stack
capacity originally calculated by the licensee versus the recent
capacity calculations provided by the licensee is due to different
acceptance criteria for soil bearing stress.

j A summary of stack capacities calculated by the staff is given below.
l
j Table 3 Strength Summary of Vent Stack

Stress Type Review Procedure Wind Speed (mph)

Longitudinal Stresses Maximum Stress Design 180
1

q Ultimate Strength Design 196
! CircumferentialStresses(a) Maximum Stress Design 1451

Ultimate Strength Design 153

Foundation Stresses Working Stress Design 180
Ultimate Strength Design 180

Soil-Bearing Stresses Working Stress (b) ggg
_ m _ -~n m ....c< ~

.
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The circumferential stress windspeed rating is that level ofa.
loading at which longitudinal cracks on the outside surface will

Note that this loading does not result in stack collapse.occur.
b. This result from Reference 4 is based on a soil pressure in

excess of 18 ksf.

Staff calculations corroborate the licensee's calculations of stackcapacities based on a static wind load. It should be noted that soil
bearing capacity used by the staff was that presented by the licensee.
The licensee's February 2, 1983 submittal concludes the ultimate soil

"

bearing pressure is 22 Ksf based on a " blow count" method.

In addition to calculating static capacities as was done by the
licensee, the staff attempted to determine whether dynamic effects are
possible using flow induced vibration methodology to calculate
resonant windspeeds. The staff concluded that a resonant windspeed
exists which is sufficiently close to the longitudinal windspeed
rating for the stack. (See Table 4)

Table 4. Wind-Induced Structural Vibration

ResonantVibration Concern Mode Wind Speed (mph)

Vortex Shedding 3 133(a)

Vortex Shedding 4 197_.

Ovalling Fundamental 286

Because this resonant wind speed is close to the longitudinala.
strength windspeed rating (see page 8-22 of the attached TER),
it is the recommended limiting windspeed rating for the stack.
It is recognized that the third mode may not lead to critical
base moments but will cause high bending moments throughout the
middle and upper regions or the stack where this particular
chimney is weak. Note that if large damping values are allowed
then these moments will be substantially reduced.

In summary, staff calculations validate the static capacities of the
stack that have been calculated by the licensee. The staff notes
thepossibilityofaresonantwindspeedat133m2g/ year; probability
of a windspeed at least that high is about 8 x 10 Under.

certain conditions the resonance could result in stack failure !at that wind speed. Some failure modes of the stack could result !in impact on the reactor building. However, in order to affect plant
safety, the stack would have to fail in a specific direction and '

the stack debris would have to penetrate areas at lower levels
|

l

_ _. _ __.
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of the buf1 ding containing important equipment. Considering
the various means of plant shutdown available the staff considers
that the conditional probability of core damage given stack failure
is acce2g/yr) if the resonance does not occurThe stack is capable of withstanding 180 mph

ably small.
(5 x 10 Therefore, the staff.

concludes that no further evaluation of the stack is warranted.

Section 3.3.5 of Attachment I notes that missile ioads were not
considered in conjunction with wind loads for the 3 tack. As was the
case in Section A, the steel rod does not possess sufficient mass to
warrai:t concern and the utility pole is not postulated to travel
above 30' above grade. The weakness in this stack is above 30' above
grade such that a utility pole striking the stack below 30' would not
cause stack failure. Therefore, the issue of tornado missile loads
in conjunction with wind loads for the stack is considered resolved.

C. Effects of Failure of Non Seismic Category I Structures

The concern in the IPSAR was the effect of failure of non-tornado-
qualified structures upon Seismic Category I structures. Specifically,
in the the IPSAR, the licensee agreed to evaluate the turbine building
capacity and the effect of its failure upon other structures (e.g.,
the control room). The licensee provided the results of its
evaluation in a submittal dated March 13, 1984. The analysis
presented by the licensee modeled the turbine building as two and
three dimensional frames and analyzed them using a computer code.

The analysis was performed by applying a load, noting which members
fail, updating the model to account for these failures, and applying
an incrementally larger load. The conclusions are that the anchor
bolts of some frames will be overstressed at a windspeed of 107 mph;
however, the structure w'll remain stable. At 139 mph, all of thei
anchor bolts will have yielded but stability will be maintained. At
158 mph, the turbine building frames will have deflected to the
point where they will contact the roof of the control room structure.
Finally, at 212 mph, the anchor bolts will reach ultimate strength
and fail resulting in the collapse of the structure. At 212 mph,
the load induced into the control room from the turbine building
will be less than that induced during an operating basis earthquake
(OBE). Other conclusions reached by the licensee are that a utility
pole striking the base plate would fail the anchor bolts but that
this is unlikely because the missile traveling at the upper limits
of its height envelope must strike an object 12 inches wide to cause
failure. In all cases, the licensee has concluded that failure of
the turbine building will not cause collapse of the control rocm nor
will it impact upon the reactor buildin3 The licensee has calculatedthe ultimate depressurization capacity of the steel beams to be
.43 psi which is higher than the capacity of the siding which is '

.39 psi. Siding failure would precede frame overstress and thu: Iframe integrity would not be endangered by depressurization.

|

|
. . . _. . _ -- --. .
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For load combinations involving loads such as dead and snow in
combination with wind, the licensee has concluded that the turbine
building will remain stable for load conditions involving an 80 mph
wind loading. The licensee has also concluded that failure or the
roof purlins by the roof deck /purlin connection will not cause ,

turbine building failure.

The staff, with assistance from FRC, has reviewed the turbine
building by studying the structure, reviewing the analysis pre-
sented by the licensee, and performing checks on critical members.
The review is supported by spot-check calculations and knowledge
obtained from reviewing structures with similar structural systems.

Overall, the staff concludes that the structural system of the
turbine building is capable of resisting reasonably high levels of
loading. Reasons for this conclusion are:

1. Often, roofs intended to act as horizontal diaphragms to
transmit lateral loads to lateral load resisting mechanisms
are weak because members must resist both an upward load for
which they may not have been designed in conjunction with
axial loads. The lateral load resisting members of the roof
steel in the turbine building at Oyster Creek are structurally
separated from the roof purlins, thus minimizing the number
of components subjected to both axial and transverse loads.
This observation addresses the concern of Section 3.5.5 of
Attachment 1 for the turbine building.

2. The horizontal roof trusses provide strong load paths for
transmitting the load on intermediate wall columns to
vertically braced walls parallel to the lateral load.

3. The roof steel sway bracing members are oversized and formed
into strong truss subsystems. Thus, the sway bracing can
assist in resisting lateral loads by distributing these
loads throughout the entire structure.

4. The secondary bracing and axial load resisting member; are
oversized.

5. The truss arrangements and fastened cross braces reduce the
component unbraced lengths.

In the spot checks performed, components were found whose strengths
were more limiting than those reported by the licensee; however,
failure of these members would not cause collapse of the turbine
building. The staff, in general, agrees with the conclusions reached
by the licensee. However, in the course of the turbine building
review, items described below were found which may not have been
adequately considered by the licensee.

_ _ _ _
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1. A note on the turbine building drawings indicates that connec-
tions in the structure are to be designed to at least 50% of
the capacity of the steel members rather than for 100% of the
capacity of the steel members as is done in normal practice.
This may have been specified because the large members may have '

required unusually large connections. When performing an
incremental analysis to determine collapse mechanisms, it is
important to know the type, (i.e., moment resisting or shear
resisting) and capacity of end connections in order to know
when a collapse mechanism has developed. Thus, the structural
capacity of the turbine building may be limited by member
connections rather than member capacities. Studies elsewhere
on steel structures have found weaknesses in member connections.
The turbine building analysis by the licensee did not consider

;

member connections. See Section 3.5.4 of Attachment 1.

2. The licensee concluded the control room would resist the applied
load from the turbine building by comparing these loads to
OBE loadings for which the control room was designed. However, .

the two types of loadings are different in that the reaction
imparted by the turbine building from tornado winds is highly
localized and must be transmitted to lateral load resisting
load paths, whereas OBE load is an inertial load which is
distributed among all the lateral load resisting systems
simultaneously. Also, ultimate failure of the anchor bolts
was determined based on ultimate anchor bolt strain. In .

attempting to determine ultimate failure, anchor bolt pullout
should also be investigated as a possible failure mode.

3. The licensee has stated that the ultimate depressurization
capacity of the steel frame is 0.43 psi which is higher than the
capacity of the siding which is 0.39 psi. Therefore, the
licensee concluded that siding failure will precede frame
overstress and frame integrity will not be endangered. Tests -

performed on .032 in siding manufactured by Elwin G. Smith
Company, of the type at Oyster Creek, resulted in siding failure
at an outward pressure of 0.56 psi - 0.66 psi which is larger
than assumed in the analysis, indicating that siding failure,
which would reduce loads imposed on the steel, may not occur
prior to steel failure. Thus, outward loads induced along the
length of steel members from depressurization and velocity
pressure as wind flows around a structure should be considered
in conjunction with axial loads and bending moments in
determining member capacity.

4. The staff agrees with the licensee that it is unlikely that the
utility pole will strike a eclumn end-on and induce collapse.
However, the missile can impart some load even if the strike is
not end-on.

.

, , . - _ .. -n- , _ _ - , - _ , , , -
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occur at 212 mph (2 x 10-g/ year).The licensee concluded th t turbine building collapse wouldThe staff generally agrees
that the turbine building has a high degree of resistance
to wind loads. However, the staff has noted several issues
which might reduce the ultimate capacity of the turbine
building below the 212 mph level. The concern is the potential
for collapse of the turbine building onto the control room roof.
The staff does not expect that the capacility would be reduced
to a point that the risk from failure of the structure (causing
sufficient damage to the control room so as to prevent plant
shutdown) would be a significant contributor to core melt
frequency. Therefore, the staff concludes that no further
evaluation of the turbine building is warranted.

The issue of wind load combinations will be addressed in the staff's
review of Section 4.12 of the IPSAR, Design Codes,' Design Criteria
and Load Combinations.

D. Components Not Enclosed in Qualified Structures

The IPSAR identified the following structures as not being enclosedin qualified structures:

1. Condensate storage tank
2. Condensate storage pumps
3. Station battery
4 4160 Ky emergency switchgear
5. Feedwater heaters
6. Feedwater pumps
7. Standby gas treatment system
8. Service water pumps
9. Start up transformer

The IPSAR concluded that further evaluation of the station battery,
4160 Kv emergency switchgear, feedwater heaters, and feed-water
pumps is not warranted because their integrity is affected by the
integrity of the turbine building which is being analyzed by the
licensee. Thus, the resolution of component integrity of these
components is addressed by the resolution of Section C above.

These items in the turbine building have been reviewed in the
tornado missile analysis of turbine building for missile penetration
in Section 4.6 of the IPSAR and have been found to be acceptable.
The IPSAR also found that further analysis of the standby gas
treatment system was not warranted.

i

Loss of the startup transformer by itself is not a concern since
the transformer is not needed to shut down the plant; however, loss
of the startup transformer requires use of the diesel generators.
The ability of the diesel generator to withstand wind loads is
discussed below in Section F of this SER and the ability to resist
tornado missiles will be addressed in the staff SER on IPSAR Section4.6, Tornado Missiles.

._ _ _.
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The condensate storage tank, condensate transfer pumps, and service
water pumps are vulnerable to tornado missiles as well as to wind
loads. Because these components had not been shown to be adequate
to resist tornado wind loads and were vulnerable to tornado missiles,
the licensee, in Section 4.6.4 of the IPSAR, agreed to provide a
portable pump in a protected area and hose connections to a protected
water supply to ensure an adequate supply of water for the isolation
condenser. This would be used to maintain hot shutdown until arrange-
ments can be made to proceed to cold shutdown. The modification is
described in the licensee's submittal dated June 7, 1985. (Ref. 8)
That modification will resolve the issue of wind loads on thesecomponents.

E. Roof Decks

In IPSAR Section 4.3.6, the licensee agreed to supply analyses of
the roof decks of the' reactor and turbine building to the staff.
Discussions of roof decks of these structures have been provided in
the licensee's responses regarding capacities of the reactor building
above the operating floor and the turbine building and have been
incorporated into Sections A and C of this SER.

F. Intake Structure, Oil Tanks and Diesel Generator Building

In IPSAR Section 4.3.7, the licensee agreed to submit analyses of
these structures to the staff. In the safety analysis report
provided by the licensee dated May 7, 1981, the licensee concluded
that the intake structure and the diesel generator and oil tank
vaults are capable of withstanding a 300 mph wind and a 2.0 psidepressurization load.

By letters dated February 2,1983 and October 25, 1983, the licensee
provided support calculations for the values given in the report.
The staff concludes that the windspeed ratings of these structures as
determined by the licensee are valid. Attachment 1 to this evaluation
notes, however, that no evaluations were presented to evaluate the
effects of tornado missile loads in load combinations involving
tornado wind loads for the diesel generator and oil tank vaults.

The major portions of the diesel generator and oil tank vaults, are
substantial reinforced concrete structures with a roof thickness ofl'-0" and wall thicknesses of l'-6". Although no evaluation of
missile loads in combination with wind loads has been performed, the
thicknesses of the structure's roof and walls are such that it is
expected that they will afford a substantial amount of protection.
The capacity to resist missile and wind loads simultaneously would
be less than 300 mph as reported for wind acting alone; however,
even if the resistance reduces to a windspeed su h as 120 mph, the
probabilityofexceedenceisapproximately5x10-g/yearwhichislow.

.. . _ _ _ _ .- . _
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In response to the tornado missile issue (IPSAR Section 4.6) the
licensee has committed to provide a portable pump in a protected
area and hose connections to a protected water supply to be used in
conjunction with the isolation condenser to achieve hot shutdown.
Thus, even if damage to the oil tank and diesel generators should
occur, safe shutdown can still be achieved. Therefore, the staff
concludes that analyses of the oil tank and diesel generator vaults
to withstand tornado missile loads in load combinations involving
tornado wind loads are not warranted.

G. Load Combinations

Section 4.3.8 of the IPSAR concluded that the staff was unable to
determine if straight wind loads had been considered in combination
with other loads such as snow, operating pipe reactions and thermal.
In response, the licensee stated that recent analyses have included
these loads and that they will be submitted to the staff in conjunc-
tion with SEP Topic III-7.8 (IPSAR Section 4.12). Therefore, the
staff will address this issue in its review of IPSAR Section 4.12.

H. Control Room

The staff SER dated September 1,1982, concluded that the licensee
should provide a description of the methods and sample calculations
used to qualify the control building. By letter dated February 2,
1983, the licensee provided supporting calculations for control roomcapacities.

The licensee concluded that the control room north wall
is capable of resisting a 160 mph tornado wind and a .53 psidepressurization load. The balance of the control room is capable
of resisting a 300 mph tornado wind and a 2.0 psi pressuredifferential. The 160 mph wind and .53 psi pressure dr p correspond
to a probability of exceedence of approximately 1 X 10~g/ year.

The staff concludes that the windspeed ratings developed by the
licensee are valid. The licensee's February 1, 1983 submittal
also notes that the control room wall cannot withstand the
tornado missile load in conjunction with the tornado wind load.
No assessment of the effects of failure of the wall has been
provided. The staff concludes that the licensee should demonstrate
that failure of the wall will not prevent safe plant shutdown or
propose corrective actions.

I. Related Issues

The attached TER notes two other issues: the radwaste building
and architectural components. The staff did not require evaluation
of the radwaste building because the types and amounts of material
contained in the building are sufficiently limited that.even if
building structural damage were to occur, the potential radiological
consequences would be within 10 CFR Part 100. Therefore, the staff
concludes that further evaluation of this issue is not warranted,

o
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The second issue raised by the contractor is architectural components,
which were not addressed by the licensee. Components such as rollup
doors would be of concern not for building integrity but for the
potential effects on equipment located in the local area. Therefore,
the licensee should verify that such architectural components do not
exist in these structures, or that important equipment would not be
damaged if such components were to fail.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The staff has reviewed the licensee's evaluation of the capability of
the Oyster Creek structures, systems and components to withstand wind
and tornado loadings. In many cases, those analyses provide an
adequate basis to resolve specific concerns raised in IPSAR Section 4.3.
However, the staff's evaluation has identified a number of . issues which
need to be resolved in order to determine the overall limiting capability
(and the related exceedence probability) of the Oyster Creek facility
to withstand extreme wind and tornado loads.

Therefore, the licensee should (1) determine the capability of the
structures, systems and components necessary to achieve safe shutdown,
with appropriate consideration of the issues listed below; (2) evaluate
potential modifications which would increase the plant's capability to
withstand severe wind and tornado loads; and (3) perform a cost-benefit
evaluation, based on the NRR estimate of the hazard function, to
determine which, if any, of the plant modifications should be implemented.
A. Reactor Building Above the Operating Floor

1. Steel tensile strengths above yield were utilized without con-
sideration of structural stability that may become critical due
to larger deflections.

2. If the roof deck or siding remains attached, simultaneous uplift
and axial loads in the roof purlins should be evaluated.

3. Analysis of the metal siding system should account for possible
!buckling and the capacities of the connections should be examined.

Furthermore, tests indicate that the siding capacity may be
higher than assumed and thus the siding may transmit loads to
the steel frames, therefore, loads applied to the steel frame
from the roof deck, and metal siding should be considered.

4. Considering the three issues discussed above the ifcensee should
reexamine the upper reactor building structure to determine its
capacity and the potential effects on equipment within the
building, in order to determine the limiting capacity for
which safe plant shutdown can be assured.

5. Crane stability from excessive deflections should also be
!addressed if steel strengths higher than 1.6xAISC allowables
tare utilized. '
i

i
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8. Control Room

The licensee should either demonstrate that failure of the north
wall due to combined wind and missile impact loading will not
prevent safe plant shutdown or propose appropriate corrective
actions.

C. Architectural Components

The licensee should verify that architectural components, such
as rollup doors, are not located such that damage to required
equipment could occur.
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